Make Earth Day Every Day
Make Earth Day, Every Day when you Travel
What better way to celebrate Earth Day than to be
surrounded by Mother Nature’s gifts while
simultaneously helping her grow? The following
companies offer travelers unique and fun ways to give
back to the communities they visit and places they travel
to, not just on Earth Day but all year round.
Offer a Student Their First Wilderness Experience
with Discover Outdoors
Explore our parks and mountains with Discover
Outdoors and provide a student the same opportunity.
For every hike and trip taken, a portion of each payment
funds a student’s very own trip to experience the best of
the outdoors. The Discover Outdoors Foundation has
provided hundreds of deserving youth with the opportunity to explore the intricacies of our world for the first
time. The core of Discover Outdoors is a commitment to making the natural world available and accessible
to all people while positively impacting learning.
Tag a Hammerhead Shark and prevent extinction with PELORUS travel specialists
Experience a Yacht Expedition to the Galapagos with PELORUS and not only will you dive around the
island of Mosquera, observing hammerhead sharks; you can also help tag these sharks and monitor their
whereabouts upon your return home. As the sharks become increasingly endangered, scientists are
searching for ways to help their population rebound. Thanks to tracking data generated from tags, scientists
have some of the first evidence showing pregnant hammerheads from those Galapagos islands may be
migrating to mainland South American countries like Ecuador to give birth. If they can further confirm these
findings, it may help governments better protect the species before it slides closer toward extinction.
Restore Coral and Support Communities at Bawah Reserve, Indonesia
This Earth Day at Bawah Reserve, a secluded luxury private archipelago off the coast of Singapore, guests
can take part in a conservation dive and participate by developing coral tree nurseries or monitoring and
protecting sea turtles.The Bawah Anambas Foundation (BAF) aims to improve the overall ecosystem in the
Anambas, both underwater and terrestrial, as well as sustainably lifting the community’s welfare.
Adopt an Iguana at San Ignacio Resort Hotel in Belize
Recognized as the #1 thing to do in San Ignacio by Trip Advisor, spend the day at the Green Iguana
Conservation Project at San Ignacio Resort Hotel. The project is an interactive exhibit that offers a close
look at green iguanas while conserving and looking after this endangered species. Through educational
efforts in the community, the public is informed about the green iguana’s role in the Belizean ecosystem.
When you donate through the “Adopt an Iguana Program,” you help this endangered species story be told
and impact the length of their survival while simultaneously funding student scholarships.
Experience the Biodiversity of the Amazon Rainforest with Delfin Amazon Cruises
As part of your Amazon riverboat expedition with Delfin Amazon Cruises, you will visit the Rescue &
Rehabilitation Center of River Mammals (ACOBIA). Here you will have the chance to feed manatees and
learn why they are on the endangered species list. Amazon South America river manatees are unique and
docile creatures, which is why so many people have taken to adopting them illegally as pets. The ACOBIA
foundation is dedicated to saving and rehabilitating rescued manatees from various communities and
markets of Amazon South America. On your Amazon riverboat expedition, you will learn about these
amazing creatures also meet other animals rescued from captures, such as monkeys, river otters, and
caimans.
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